Abstract-Load-aware routing metrics aim to address congestion and load-balancing issues in wireless mesh networks by directing traffic either around or away from loaded regions of the network. However, the fact that load estimates used to choose routes are in turn affected by resulting routing changes in a cyclical manner makes it difficult to preset the sensitivity of route adaptation to load. On the other hand, desensitizing nodes to traffic load may render them unresponsive, leading to inaccuracies in load estimates and difficulties in achieving proper traffic distribution. To address these issues, we present CLAW, a novel channel load-aware routing metric that handles the routing process in a manner analogous to a feedback control system. Simulations show that CLAW significantly improves network performance in both throughput and delay against hop count and other competing load-aware routing metrics found in the literature.
instabilities such as oscillation [8] . To address this, we developed a novel channel load aware (CLAW) routing metric that handles the routing process in a manner analogous to a feedback control system. Our simulations show that CLAW is able to stabilize routes, significantly improving network performance in both throughput and delay against conventional hop count metrics, as well as other competing load aware routing metrics found in the literature.
This paper traces the evolution of CLAW's design, and hopes to share our findings from its evaluation. In Section II, we present a broad view of the issues in load-aware and loadadaptive routing. Section III describes our early attempt to introduce load-awareness in routing through CLM, a loadaware metric with a novel load-sensing technique, and discusses stability issues we have uncovered. Section IV introduces CLAW, our subsequent approach which integrates stability control with CLM's load-sensing technique. Section V reports on CLAW's behavior and performance in simulations. Finally, Section VI summarizes our key findings, and maps the road ahead.
II. ISSUES IN LOAD-AWARE ROUTING
In load-aware routing, the load estimates used to choose routes are themselves affected by the route choices with feedback effects that cause instability [9] . One way to address this issue is to make nodes relatively unresponsive to the traffic they themselves induce [7] . However, this approach results in inaccurate channel load estimation, leading to an inability to achieve load distribution and balancing [10] . In addition, these approaches often require changes in either the MAC or network layers in the form of packet flow monitoring, additional inter-node information exchange, and complex route computations.
Indeed, on-demand routing protocols may be used instead of proactive ones [11] . In theory, on-demand routing protocols do not recompute routes between source-destination node pairs unless there is link breakage [12] , thus avoiding loadtriggered recomputations that may lead to oscillations. However, interference, noise or channel fading [13] may result in disconnections that may still trigger such recomputations. Furthermore, the supposed stability achieved with such protocols comes at the price of reduced sensitivity to congestion events.
The above-mentioned solutions are designed to control routing oscillations only. However, these do not address other forms of routing instability such as the inability of the routing algorithm to quickly converge, or its tendency to build routes with loops due to the presence of zero or near-zero load metric values. These issues are discussed in the next section, where we present our early attempt to build a load-aware metric called CLM.
III. CLM: AN EARLY ATTEMPT AT LOAD-AWARENESS
In this section we describe our early investigations in the use of load-aware routing metrics. First we describe the design of the metric itself, and then we discuss the results of our evaluation of this early design.
A. Load Metric
From our previous work [14] , we consider the channel as busy when the node involves itself in transmission or reception of packets within the channel, or it senses any energy including those that hinders successful transmission such as those resulting from collisions, interference, or other forms of noise. The channel may likewise be considered busy when the node is blocked from accessing the channel, such as due to the back-off and defer periods in the distributed coordination function (DCF) in the IEEE 802.11 standard [15] . If all these events can be classified into one of two fractional components of time, called TsensedEnergy and TblockedForAccess, then the channel load is the total fraction of time that a node is busy due to any of these contributing events. Equation (1) expresses this definition of channel load, where CLM means channel load metric.
B. Evaluating CLM Our evaluation of CLM consisted of simulation experiments in Network Simulator 2 (ns2) [16] with the OLSR extension as used in [17] . These experiments were aimed at testing whether our metric would result in routes that (1) avoided busy regions of the network, (2) achieved load distribution, and (3) achieved better throughput compared to the commonly used hop count [12] metrics. The experiment used a mesh network composed of 81 nodes uniformly distributed in a 1160 x 1160 square meter area ( Figure 1 ). Each node used 802.11b wireless device with nominal bit rate of 1 Mbps. The main traffic flow (from node 0 to node 80) sent 100 kbps of constant bit rate (CBR) traffic over UDP with a packet size of 1000 bytes. An interfering traffic set between node 40 and 48 should veer the path of the main flow away from the center. This traffic between node 40 and 48 varied from 0, 50, 100, 150, 200, 300, 400, 450, until 500 kbps. Figures 2 and 3 show the result of the simulations. Although CLM-based routing veered the main traffic away from the loaded center region, in most of the scenarios it was not better than hop count in terms of throughput and packet delay. The worst scenario occurred when there was no interfering traffic at the center of the mesh network. In this scenario, on the average, the received throughput achieved by CLM-based routing was 37% less and the packet delay was 52% longer than those achieved in hop count based routing.
This performance degradation has been reported due to oscillation alone [7] , [10] , [11] , however our simulations showed that this is rather due to the inability of the routing algorithm to converge or to its tendency to build routing loops.
C. Routing Stability Issues in CLM
Our subsequent analysis of simulation traces revealed that CLM's instability was not primarily caused by oscillations, but is instead due to its inability to quickly converge and its tendency to build routing loops. This behavior is caused by the zero or near-zero load weights for idle regions. When a node sends traffic towards a particular destination, the load of the regions along the path get load weights that are significantly greater than zero. Consequently, the idle regions become better paths because of their zero or near-zero weights. The path cost through idle regions remains better, even if the route goes back and forth in a loop within a set of nodes, than the cost of the path where the current traffic is traversing. In turn, more packets accrue in transit across the mesh network causing more contention and collision of packets, and packets reaching their time-to-live (TTL) limits. As a result more packets are dropped or are not able reach their destination decreasing throughput significantly. The longer packet delay, on the other hand, is due to high rate of packets dropped because of collisions mentioned above and to the longer path taken by other packets because of route oscillations .
IV. CLAW: CLM WITH STABILITY CONTROL
A load adaptive routing network can be considered as a system analogous to a control system with a feedback control [9] . Figure 4 illustrates the system block diagram for such a system. We re-designed CLM by integrating its load-sensing technique as described in Equation (1) with a mechanism that addresses non-convergence of the routing algorithm at light load scenarios. This mechanism is represented by the nonadaptive area in the weight mapping function in Figure 4 , which effectively serves as a bias [8] . To keep the control method simple, the re-design did not include changes in the routing algorithm and route update blocks, but rather focused on the channel load weighing function and on an added exponential weighted averaging function. The latter exponential weighted averaging block regulates further instability contributed by sudden traffic bursts, and is defined in Equation (3).
V. EVALUATION AND RESULTS
Using the simulation set up described in Section III, we present the behavior and performance of a CLAW-based routing, both in two sets of contrasting traffic scenarios. The first set of scenarios had a single source of traffic towards the other end of the network. An interfering traffic was present at the center of the network, along the path of the main traffic. The mesh network is widely open in terms of routing and propagating packets. In this kind of situation, a load-adaptive routing has the tendency to oscillate the worst and become unstable because of the availability of more lightly-loaded routes to choose from.
In the second set of scenarios, there were five randomly chosen traffic sources creating cramped situations for routing packets. CLAW was pitted against metrics based on hop counts, wireless interface buffer queue (IFQ), and contention window (CW). In the literature [7] , [18] , the IFQ and CW window have been extensively used as the metric for accounting channel load. Accordingly, we derive loadadaptive routing metrics based on IFQ and CW called QuAW and CoAW respectively. We equipped these metrics with stability control similar to that of CLAW (Section IV.) Figure 5 summarizes the average received throughput of CLAW-, CLM-, and hop count-based routing for the first set of simulation scenarios. With the stability control of CLAW, it improves on CLM performance outperforming that of hop count. By avoiding the center area as the center traffic gets heavier, received throughput for CLAW is, on the average, 25% better than hop count. At the heaviest center traffic, CLAW's received throughput is 64% more.
A. CLAW Better Congestion Avoidance Mechanism
However, our simulations showed that CLAW-based routing has not totally eliminated routing oscillations. This result is of course due to routes adapting to load changes. Nevertheless, CLAW's minimum weight made routing loops costly. This stabilized routes to a certain degree. The achieved stability and the ability to veer away from loaded regions of the network improved received throughput in comparison to the hop count metric. 
B. CLAW Better Load Awareness Capability
For the second set of simulation scenarios, Figures 6 and 7 summarize the results. On the average, CLAW's received rate is 14% better than hop count and 22% at the most with slightly better packet delay. QuAW behaves almost similar to hop count because simulation traces show that the queue level of a node increases only when the node concerned continues to pump traffic into an already saturated channel. In the absence of saturated channel, queue level remains near the zero level. With the minimum weight (bias) set, QuAW-based routing behaved similar to hop count.
On the other hand, CoAW's received throughput is on the average 6% better than hop count and 11% at its best. This better throughput is due to its capability to sense contention from traffic flowing along adjacent paths. Consequently, it can direct packets through regions with less contention resulting to better performance than hop count metric. However, it still performs less than CLAW because when neighboring nodes do not compete for use of the channel, i.e only one node pumps traffic into the channel, it can hardly sense channel load. Hence, QuAW is not able to avoid loaded regions of the network better than CLAW, resulting to an inferior performance than CLAW.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Naively replacing commonly-used hop count routing metrics [12] with a load-aware ones would not necessarily improve network performance because of feedback effects that cause route instability. In WMNs, this instability has been described primarily as oscillations [7] , [10] , [11] . Our investigations, however, revealed that performance degradations may also be due to route convergence issues. To the best of our knowledge, this phenomenon has not yet been reported in the literature.
To address stability issues in load-adaptive routing without sacrificing the accuracy of channel load estimates, we developed a new metric called CLAW (channel load aware routing metric). CLAW treats the routing process in a manner analogous to a control system with feedback control. It can stabilize routes without sacrificing sensitivity to load changes. Simulations in different traffic scenarios showed that CLAW improved network performance in terms of throughput and delay against hop count and competing load aware routing metrics in the literature.
Despite the level of stability achieved and network performance improvement attained by CLAW-based routing, it still exhibits some degree of routing oscillation. It would be interesting to conduct a deeper investigation into the adjustable parameters of the feedback control for CLAW and an exploration of other control methods like adaptive control [19] and fuzzy logic [20] in the future. Other forwarding schemes that may not be prone to loops such as those based on source routing [21] are also worth exploring. Ultimately, the usefulness of this metric can only be fully realized through actual, working implementations, rather than through theoretical simulations. All of these undertakings are hopefully addressed as part of a future work. 
